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The quest after wisdom ascribed by Paul to
the Greeks has its equivalent to-day in the
desire of that mental temper which is in
search of an intellectual grasp of religious
truth and an intelligible interpretation of it.
What this temper craves in religion is such
a light upon its nature and purport as will
alleviate the burden and dissipate the
mystery which constitute the so-called
intellectual difficulties of Christianity.
Evidently it is to this type of mind that the
author of Intellectual Religion belongs. He
is a Greek in spirit, having not only an
intuitive passion for a knowledge of facts,
but a discriminating genius for penetrating
to the heart of their meaning. To know
facts, he observes, is to be learned; to know
their meaning is wisdom. He is in search of
the latter in this volume, and many sharing
with him his mental type will welcome his
findings as here set forth. What Paul did
for those contemporaries of his who sought
after wisdom by directing them to Christ,
the power and wisdom of God, that Mr.
Ryan does, of course in another way and in
language suited to our day, for the
perplexed and restive classes now
searching wisdom capable of satisfying
mind and conscience when face to face
with present-day religious difficulties. Mr.
Ryan recognizes such quest after wisdom
to be perfectly legitimate and just, and
thinks that Christianity is fully able to
vindicate itself as the supreme fountain of
what is wise and true. Two facts unite in
giving special significance to this volume:
It comes from the pen of a layman, a
trained lawyer. It owns what modern
science has established, criticism achieved
and historical investigation disclosed, and
yet concludes that the eternal verities of
religion stand secure and that it is the part
of true wisdom to think and act in the light
of its behests. The author is a logical
thinker, in command of a vigorous style,
and in possession of philosophic and
scientific facts in learned abundance, all of
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which adds to the interest and value of this
discussion. The Reformed Church Review
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Religious intellectualism in Iran - Wikipedia Salamun alaykum. The term aql in Arabic and its derivatives refer to
understanding, receiving, and tying a rope to the foot.[1]. In the Quran, it has been used for Religion and the Rule of
Law in China: Cultivating the Intellectual R&L: What significance do intellectual property rights have within a free
Freedom of religion is what drove the Founders ancestors from England to America. Religions smart-people problem:
The shaky intellectual foundations After all, religion is based on faith, not fact. Wheras knowledge is based on fact.
And I will add that to say that something or someone is not intellectual is not to The False Equation of Atheism and
Intellectual Sophistication - The Religion and Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities: An Exploratory This
course examines how philosophy and religion have interacted throughout history on (Set) Jewish Intellectual
History/Philosophy and Religion in the West. Religious Faith and Intellectual Virtue - Oxford Scholarship The
Watchmen article by Alan Jacobs published in the September edition of Harpers Magazine. Images courtesy of Harpers
Magazine. Intellectual Property Religion - TV Tropes Social, Political, Religious, Intellectual,. Technological, and
Economic. (SPRITE). SOCIAL: - the relationships between people in societies. - groupings usually What is the most
intellectual religion today? eNotes This study examined the religious beliefs and practices of forty-one people with
mild and moderate intellectual disabilities. The results indicated that the majority What is an Intellectual - Ghandchi
Religion, owing to its fundamental structure, is dogmatic and hence intellectually dishonest. Spiritual persons will
always be open to rational arguments, for they The Morality of Intellectual Property Rights Acton Institute The
more widely a person builds intellectual curiosity by reading and studying, the harder it can be to hold on to traditional,
religious orthodoxy. Buy Intellectual Religion Book Online at Low Prices in India Sorry to say, but Ive found that
most of those who are anti-religious are intellectually unimpressive. Most of their retorts represent nothing more
Religious belief the world over has a strenuous relationship with intellectualism. But why? Intellectual Curiosity Vs.
Religious Orthodoxy - ThoughtCo This book contains fourteen philosophical chapters that discuss the nature of
intellectual virtue and its potential implications for religious faith. Specific issues Do the majority of intellectual
people believe in religion? - Quora In this day and age, to be religious is to be intellectually dishonest. It was with
this declaration that one of the best-known, most internationally Science and Faith: Exploring an Intellectual
Frontier Opinion - ABC and intellectual monotheism. In ethical monotheism the individual chooses one god, because
that is the god whom he needs and whom he can adore, and that Can an Intellectual be a Christian - The University
of Texas at Dallas Here are 12 times that philosophy and religion spilled over into the strip itself: Jon Miltimore is the
Senior Editor of Intellectual Takeout. intellectual monotheism religion A page for describing Main: Intellectual
Property Religion. Consider the following scenario. A given work of fiction becomes successful after its release, Social,
Political , Religious , Intellectual , Technological , and Before religious studies became a field in its own right
several key intellectual figures explored religion Intellectual Religion - Bible Hub Now, we believe that in our own
day, perhaps more than in any other, there is a risk of men being satisfied with a merely intellectual religion.
Undoubtedly the Religious studies - Wikipedia Atheism is intellectually fashionable. In the past month, The New
York Times has run several stories about lack of faith in its series on religion. The Christian intellectual tradition is
alive and well Religion News 5 Religious faith, intellectual responsibility, and romance. In thinking about William
James, it helps to remember that James not only dedicated Pragmatism to Religion vs Spirituality Spirituality and
Intellectual Honesty, part 5 The old narrative of the conflict of science and religion is now seen as historically
underdetermined and ideologically driven. Its spell has been Philosophy and Religion in the West Prof.
Cary-Philosophy The majority of intelligent people dissect everything they believe in. So would an intelligent person
believe EVERY part of a religion without question? Unlikely. Religion and Twentieth-Century American
Intellectual Life - Google Books Result ing rejection of religion culminating in the official revolutionary de- social
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history, intellectual historians were strongly affected by American social scientists, 5 Religious faith, intellectual
responsibility, and romance My story is almost always met with surprise: How could an atheist convert to
Christianity at Harvard, the bastion of secular intellectual elitism? Is Being Religious Intellectually Dishonest? Stanford University The debate on religiosity and intelligence explores the link between religiosity and issues In
terms of religiosity, it involves wide variations of interactions of religious beliefs, practices, behaviors, a given persons
intellectual performance will vary on different occasions, in different domains, as judged by different criteria.
Religiosity and intelligence - Wikipedia This is a question that is difficult to answer. With that said, I would say that
the most intellectual religion in the world today is Christianity for Christians: Those Who Criticize Religion May
Have a Point Im not sure that I qualify as an intellectual, however, so lets start there. tension between science and
philosophy on the one hand, and religion on the other. Is Islam an intellectual religion? - Quora - Buy Intellectual
Religion book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read Intellectual Religion book reviews & author details and
more at
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